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THE WORLD OF
ROBERT STORM PETERSEN
by Allen E. Hye
Wright State University

Thirty years after hi s death in March, 1949, Robert Storm
Petersen is still regarded as Denmark's greatest humorist; in
fact, he is enjoying an astonishing revival in Scandinavian
popular culture. T-shirts, advertising campaigns, key chains all bear his likeness or that of his loveable cartoon characters.
Even a museum has been established (Pile Alie 2, 2000
Copenhagen F) to promote his memory and humor. Since its
founding in the fall of 1977, the museum, under the direction
of Jens Bing, has been sorting and cataloging books,
paintings, memorabilia, including the humorist's extensive
pipe collection, and the some 60,000 drawings left behind by
the prolific artist known simply as Storm P.
For all his abilities, Storm P. is not terribly well-known
outside Scandinavia. Perhaps we can better understand his
incredible grass roots popularity by considering a few of his
American counterparts. One is Charles Schulz and his
" Peanuts" (a strip which , by the way , is a regular in Danish
newspapers under the title of Radiserne, [The Radishes]) . Just
as " Peanuts", with its many commercial endorsements is
probably the single most popular American strip, so are the
Storm P. drawings foremost in the Danish consciousness . Both
artists draw heavily on their memories of childhood, though
in different ways . Schulz uses children and their dog to
re c reate the artist's experiences of childhood in a
contemporary setting. Storm P. sees himself as a perpetual
child who used mostly adults (and sometimes their dogs) to
expose the foibles of the modern world. Both men, however,
are characterized by gentleness, compassion, and tolerance in
their view of the human condition.
It is this conciliatory humor which links the broad
popularity of Storm P. with that of another American , Will
Rogers . Where Rogers had as his trademark the well-known
phrase " I never met a man I didn't like," Storm P. let it be
known: " I don't hate any people, but I love animals ." It
would be interesting to know whether the Dane intended this
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line as a take-off on Will Rogers, for he did associate himself
with him : " America's society stems from people who worked
themselves up with their bare hands : Edison, Ford, Morgan,
Vanderbilt, Swab [sic; Schwab], all men of work, that is, boys
like Wallace Beery - Spencer [Tracy] - William S. Hart Will Rogers and Storm P. - The butcher's son (this isn't
self-praise - only self-knowledge.)"
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Herren .er udlrending?
- Udlrending, jeg? Jeg er amerikaner. Det er Dem,
der er udlrending!
(1920).
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Another very obvious parallel is to Rube Goldberg, the
man whose name became associated with complicated
"labor-saving" devices . In his drawings, Storm P. designed
many like contraptions, a collection of which has just been
published by the museum. These bizarre devices illustrate not
only his fascination for all things mechanical, but also a lesser
known trait of Robert Storm Petersen : a healty skepticism,
even fear, of technological advancement and "progress ."
If to these classical American caricatures we add the
physical image of Charlie Chaplin's tramp and the rubbery
countenance and verbal gymnastics of television's Mork from
Ork , then we can appreciate the vast appeal of Storm P. and
the popularity he has enjoyed in Denmark .
Robert Storm Petersen is referred to in Danish as a
tusindkunster, a "jack-of-all-artistic-trades," so to speak, as a
glance at his biography readily shows. He was certain, after
only a few years' experience as a butcher's apprentice that he
could not join his father in that trade. Art was his calling, but
in what form? At one time or another he was active as the
following: advertising artist, painter, newspaper cartoonist,
author (of short, humorous stories), stage and film actor,
cabaret performer, raconteur, circus clown, editor of and
contributor to satirical journals, and ballet librettist. It was
primarily his brilliant spontaneity on the cabaret stage and his
industrious, concerned approach to graphic ventures which
distinguished his art. Although his style was unique - indeed,
one teacher remarked that lessons would only ruin his talent
- it is possible to mention a few artists whom he respected
and in some way emulated.
As a young boy, Storm Petersen admired American
cartoonists, but it was the zany performances of Chaplin,
W .C. Fields, and, above all, Harold Lloyd which impressed
him during their appearances in Denmark. Many of his
paintings clearly show the influence of German expressionists
such as Max Pechstein and Otto Muller, of the Norwegian
Edvard Munch and of the Swede Ivar Arosenius, and in the
graphic arts we can point to the French satirical journal
L' Assiette au Beurre and the German Simplicissimus as models
for his aspirations as a cartoonist. Still, while he shared the
social concerns of such masters as Francisque Poulbot,
Adolphe Willette, Alexandre Steinlen, and Thomas Theodor
Heine, it was only as a young man, especially in the years
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before World War I, that he assumed their rough, aggressive
style and biting black humor. This was in the heyday of Le
Rire and L' Assiete au Beurre, when Storm spent a good part of
three years in Paris (1906-09) .
He was also part of a bohemian, quasi-communist circle of
artists and intellectuals in Copenhagen, who were united in
their criticism of big business, social exploitation, clericalism,
and hypocritical bureaucracy . It is fair to say that although
Storm P. clearly perceived the problems of Danish society and
was quick to defend his fellow man against the spectre of
poverty and personal degradation, he was quite naive
regarding the cause of these problems and their possible
solutions. The shallowness of his social analysis is illustrated
in the drawing of a ragpicker who explains : "Poverty makes
rags, rags make paper, paper makes money, money makes
banks, banks make loans, loans make poverty, poverty makes
rags ."
His trip to the United States in 1919 probably marked the
turning point in Storm's personal and professional development. Full of enthusiasm and admiration for America, anxious
to establish an international reputation as a cartoonist and
cabaret performer, Storm was to suffer his greatest setback .
Within two weeks of his arrival with Valdemar Willumsen, he
was seized by homesickness and an aversion to what he
perceived as the heartless, almost cruel quality of the
American character. Unable to generate the humor of his
previous performances and beset by increasing depression,
Storm aborted his cross-country tour in Nebraska and returned
to the East Coast and Denmark . It was then that he began to
narrow his horizons and retreated to Copenhagen , to a milder
form of life and art. "For what is all of this?" he wrote on
leaving the States. "What is life? For me it is my wife - my
family - my home and my art."
Storm's style mellowed considerably in the last 30 years of
his life. In 1922 he created the popular strip about Peter
Vimmelskaft, the sensible bourgeois gentleman and his
penguin sidekick, Ping. He proceeded to publish several
collections of the aphoristic cartoons known as Fluer (Flies)
and ten volumes of illustrated short stories (many of which
were the text of his monologues at Edderkoppen [The Spider]
cabaret), and, until his death, he remained a regular
contributor to the Copenhagen syndicate of Berlingske
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newspapers . But now the emphasis had shifted from an attack
on hardcore social problems to a sympathetic unveiling of the
Danish petite bourgeoisie. While continuing to reveal the
failings of midd-class society, Storm P. emerged as the
champion of the little man. He perceived a powerlessness of
the individual and his spiritual, if not material uncertainty.
With the increasingly humorous portrayal of life in his
cartoons - he had, unfortunately, abandoned his painting -
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Storm P.'s popular appeal grew. He touched the nerve of
common experience, stating that which we all know but never
seem to realize, until it is pointed out to us . And he did this
with humor and forbearance, exposing the follies of modern
man , not to a sabre thrust, but to a gentle ribbing .
I do not use the term " modern man" loosely, for although
there are certain eternally human (and eternally Danish)
qualities to his works, it is the theme of modern times that
consistently emerges . For example, a 1974 edition of his
topical drawings, issued under the title of Aktuelle, is as
relevant in today's Western society as in the Denmark of the
1930's and '40's. Consider some of the categories in this
collection: " Penci I Pushers and Bureaucratic Popes," "The
Energy Crisis, " " The Tax Squeeze," " Pollution," "The Legal
Circus," " Physical Fitness ."
Storm P.'s attitude toward the modern age was a mixed
one. On the one hand, he was fascinated by mechanical
gadgets and was especially enamoured of phonographs,
airplanes, and automobiles. His love for the car he named
" Casimir" was legendary. Brought in 1926, the automobile was
so well cared for that it lasted until 1944, succumbing only to
a fire which consumed its garage. Its sorrowing owner, who
had stored the car each winter and visited it by candlelight
on Christmas Eve, never replaced it.
But the other side of Storm P's view of the modern age is
more significant. Behind the boyish fascination with gadgets
lies a melancholy sense of a vanishing way of life. Speaking
for their creator, hundreds of old men in Storm P. drawings
comment on the vagaries of life, shaking their heads at the
things which only stay the same, the more they change .
Likewise, countless hobos ironically discuss the social
progress which somehow has left them untouched . Storm P.'s
true sentiments were rooted in his childhood, in an age of
gaslights and horse-drawn streetcars . He once confessed to a
friend: " No, I belong to the years before 1900. I don't care for
the present. In those days there was nothing called a ration
card or appeals about anything whatever. One could live
happily and freely ." These sentiments increased as Storm P.
grew older, and were complicated by his growing reluctance
to face an adoring but very demanding public. At parties, he
said, " They all expect me to be funny , and then they see only
a quiet man pac ing restlessly back and forth with his hands
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behind his back, not saying a thing. What plagues
me most is that these good
people are disappointed in
their expectations."
Thus we see a striking contrast between the
public and private Robert
Storm Petersen, caused not
only by changing times,
but also by an inborn
seriousness and melancholy known only to his
closest friends. The creative genius which made
Storm P. a spiritual desFattigdom ]aver klude , klude laver papir, papir laver
cendant of Hans Christian
penge. penge laver banker, banke r lavcr IAn, Un \a ver
Andersen
was also capable
lattigdom. lattigdom !ave r klude . (1912) .
of fearful fantasies. Some
of these appeared in his earlier cartoons and paintings, but
they were to be suppressed as time went on . "I must admit,"
confideq Storm P., "that I am reluctant to have people experience [through my art] what I am experiencing, for I don't
believe that the so-called
normal human brain could
stand it. These aren 't pleasant
things I see, when I really
observe life ."
To remember Storm P.
only as the upbeat " keep
smiling jester of unflagging
good humor, as most of
Danish society unfortunately
does, is to disregard the
depth of his artistic range.
We must instead remember
him as a man of many contradictions : the public figure,
who craved peace and quiet; Auromobil bercgnet iii transpo rt af giraffer . Leveres
Iii to. fi re og seks giraffcr. men som man scr p.i ovcnthe Rube Goldberg, who s15.cnde
illu stration ogs~ kun 1il en giraf. Di:nnc girafvogn vc ntcdc man sig mcgliM af. men da girafcfterdreaded the growth of tech- spo rgslcn for tiden er ringc. er gi raf1ran !)portcn sclvfolgc lig dervi:d en dcl ncdsat. Dog vi i dcr nok komme
nology; the international art- en
tid , da gi raffernc a11cr er p5 markcdct.
I 19421.
ist who longed for home and
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eventually felt insecure beyond the cozy boundaries of
Copenhagen 's Frederiksberg and Vesterbro neighborhoods. He
was a man called by one friend a "humble and loving misanthrope, " and by another, an artist whose life and work would
give credence to the definition of humor propounded by the
German humorist Wilhelm Busch : "Humor ist wenn man
trotzdem lachen muss" (Humor is when you have to laugh in
spite of it all) .

Allen E. Hye is professor of German at Wright State University, Dayton Ohio. Dr.
Hye states that although he received his Ph.D. in German [dissertation on Bertolt
Brecht, University of Connecticut] he has maintained Danish as his second field of
interest [his mother was Danish] . From 1969-1971 he studied in Denmark as a
Fulbright and George C. Marshall Fellow. In addition to Storm P., he has research
interests in Kaj Munk and Kjeld Abell.
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